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Atherton, Nancy
Cottage
Aunt Dimity and the Enchanted 5/3Cozy Mystery

When Women Were Dragons Feminist Fiction
A rollicking feminist tale set in 1950s America where thousands of women have spontaneously transformed into 
dragons, exploding notions of a woman’s place in the world and expanding minds about accepting others for who 
they really are.

Barclay, Linwood Take Your Breath Away Psychological Thriller

In the twenty-fifth installment of the bestselling Aunt Dimity  series, when an inscrutable newcomer arrives in Finch, 
Lori is determined to befriend him--and in the process discovers Finch's own heart-wrenching past.

A gripping psychological thriller about a formerly missing woman who has suddenly returned under mysterious 
circumstances.

From author Alicia Bessette comes an all-new mystery series featuring Callie Padget, a former reporter turned 
bookshop clerk in the Outer Banks who is pulled into a deadly web of secrets when a mysterious fall at a lighthouse 
echoes a tragedy from her past.

Bessette, Alicia

MAY 2022 BOOKS & MEDIA
Interested in ordering anything on this list?

Call us at 508-869-2371 or email:  publiclibrary@boylston-ma.gov
(be sure to include your name and contact information)

FICTION
Author Title Genre
Alharthi, Jokha

An extraordinary novel that follows one young Omani woman as she builds a life for herself in Britain and reflects on 
the relationships that have made her from a remarkable writer who has constructed her own novelistic form.

Armstrong, Kelley A Rip Through Time Time Travel Mystery

The Homewreckers Romance Mystery
Summer begins with Mary Kay Andrews, in this delightful summer read about flipping houses, and finding true love. 
With a burned out detective investigating the case, an arsonist on the loose, two men playing with her emotions, 
and layers upon layers of vintage wallpaper causing havoc, it's a question of who will flip, who will flop, and if Hattie 
will ever get her happily-ever-after.

Andrews, Mary Kay

Black, Holly Book of Night

A modern-day homicide detective finds herself in Victorian Scotland—in an unfamiliar body—with a killer on the 
loose.

Barnhill, Kelly

Charlie Hall has never found a lock she couldn’t pick, a book she couldn’t steal, or a bad decision she wouldn’t make. 
She's spent half her life working for gloamists, magicians who manipulate shadows to peer into locked rooms, 
strangle people in their beds, or worse. Now, she’s trying to distance herself from past mistakes, but getting out isn’t 
easy. 

Smile Beach Murder Cozy Mystery

Contemporary Fantasy

Booth, Marilyn
Bitter Orange Tree Muslim Feminist Fiction 5/10
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Brown, Graham
Cussler, Clive

5/24

Cleeton, Chanel Our Last Days In Barcelona

You Made a Fool of Death with Your

The #1 New York Times  bestselling Terminal List  series continues as James Reece embarks on a global journey of 
vengeance.

In his most autobiographical novel to date, James Lee Burke continues the epic Holland family saga with a writer 
grieving the death of his daughter while battling earthly and supernatural outlaws.

Brown, Rita Mae Thrill of the Hunt

FICTION

A high speed and darkly comic road trip through a near future America with a big hearted mercenary.

In the Blood

Chaon, Dean Sleepwalk

When Isabel Perez travels to Barcelona to save her sister Beatriz, she discovers a shocking family secret.

Diaz, Hernan Trust Historical Fiction
Even through the roar and effervescence of the 1920s, everyone in New York has heard of Benjamin and Helen 
Rask. He is a legendary Wall Street tycoon; she is the daughter of eccentric aristocrats. Together, they have risen to 
the very top of a world of seemingly endless wealth. But at what cost have they acquired their immense fortune? 

Emezi, Akwaeke Contemporary Romance 5/24

A blackmailer targeting wealthy members of “Sister” Jane Arnold’s club has turned the hunters into the hunted in 
this thrilling mystery.

Burke, James Lee Every Cloak Rolled in Blood Suspense Thriller

Kurt Austin must find a vanished ship and stave off a global catastrophe.

Action Thriller

Carr, Jack

Crime Fiction

Bohjalian, Chris

Cozy Mystery

Hispanic Fiction

Title GenreAuthor

Espionage Mystery

The Lioness Historical Thriller

Dark Vector

A luxurious African safari turns deadly for a Hollywood starlet and her entourage in this riveting historical thriller.

Brown, Dale Countdown to Midnight Mystery Thriller
In this sequel to Dale Brown’s New York Times  bestselling Arctic Storm Rising, former U.S. Air Force officer Nick 
Flynn is caught up in a shadow war against allied Russia and Iran—a duo wielding a terrifying new weapon.

Beauty
Akwaeke Emezi reimagines the love story in this fresh and seductive novel about a young woman seeking joy while 
healing from loss.
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Sparring Partners Legal Novellas

Nora is a cut throat literary agent. Charlie is a brooding editor. They do not like each other. But as they are thrown 
together again and again on their vacation—in a series of coincidences no editor worth their salt would 
allow—what they discover might just unravel the carefully crafted stories they’ve written about themselves.

Women are being taken in Virginia, and FBI agent Mark Gallagher is determined to put a stop to it. Mark is less 
than thrilled when he’s partnered with rookie agent Colleen Law, worried she’s a liability when there’s so much at 
stake. But like everyone in the Krewe of Hunters, Colleen has talents that extend beyond the usual investigative 
toolbox. She can hear the voices of the victims in her head, and they’re telling her she and Mark are near to 
uncovering the truth.

John Grisham is the acknowledged master of the legal thriller. In his first collection of novellas, law is a common 
thread, but America’s favorite storyteller has several surprises in store.

Guillory, Jasmine

Heltzel, Anne

FICTION

Vigil Harbor Literary Fiction
When two unexpected visitors arrive in an insular coastal village, they threaten the equilibrium of a community 
already confronting climate instability, political violence, and domestic upheavals.

Best-selling author Jasmine Guillory’s achingly romantic reimagining of a classic is a tale as old as time . . . for a new 
generation.

By the Book Contemp. Romance

Newly single and with nowhere to live, Danny is forced to move in with his best friend, Jacob, a flamboyant 
nonbinary artist whom he’s known since childhood, and their eccentric group of friends living in an East London 
“commune.” What follows is a colorful voyage of discovery through modern queer life, dating, work, and lots of 
therapy—all places Danny has always been too afraid to fully explore.

Giffin, Emily Meant to Be

Fry, Henry First Time For Everything LGBTQ+ Fiction

Grishm, John

Graham, Heather Sound of Darkness Paranormal Romance

Author Title Genre

Historical Romance
A restless golden boy and a girl with a troubled past navigate a love story that may be doomed before it even 
begins.

Glass, Julia

Just Like Mother Horror
The last time Maeve saw her cousin was the night she escaped the cult they were raised in. When her cousin, 
Andrea, reappears with a mansion in the Catskills, wealthy from her fertility business, Maeve is forced to confront 
her past in order to survive what comes next. 

Henry, Emily Book Lovers Romance
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A mother daughter story—one running from a horrible truth, and the other fighting to reveal it—that twists and 
turns in shocking ways.

FICTION
Author Title Genre

Jenner, Natalie Bloomsbury Girls Historical Fiction

It was just supposed to be a family vacation. A terrible accident changed everything. You don't know what you're 
capable of until they come for your family.

McTiernan, Dervla The Murder Rule Suspense Mystery

Lustbader, Eric Omega Rules Espionage Thriller
Evan Ryder returns to uncover an international conspiracy against American democracy in a white-knuckle new 
thriller.

Mallery, Susan

McKinty, Adrian The Island Crime Thriller

The Boardwalk Bookshop Family Fiction
At sunset every Friday on the beach in front of the Boardwalk Bookshop, the three friends share a champagne toast. 
As their bond grows closer, they challenge one another to become the best versions of themselves in this 
heartachingly beautiful story of friendship, sisterhood and the transformative power of love.

McGuire, Seanan Seasonal Fears Fantasy
Seasonal Fears is the extraordinary companion novel to Middlegame . The king of winter and the queen of summer 
are dead. The fight for their crowns begins!

 A compelling and heartwarming story of post-war London, a century-old bookstore, and three women determined 
to find their way in a fast-changing world.

Lauren, Christina Something Wilder Romance
A charming and laugh-out-loud funny novel filled with adventure, treasure, and, of course, love.

Lupica, Mike
Parker, Robert B.

Revenge tour Detective Mystery 5/3

Horowitz, Anthony With a Mind to Kill Espionage Thriller
Internationally bestselling author Anthony Horowitz’s third James Bond novel, after Forever and a Day . It is M's 
funeral. One man is missing from the graveside: the traitor who pulled the trigger and who is now in custody, 
accused of M's murder - James Bond.

Robert B. Parker's PI Sunny Randall's newest case hits close to home in ways she never expected in her latest 
thrilling investigation.
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FICTION
Author Title Genre

Patterson, James

22 seconds... until Lindsay Boxer loses her badge—or her life.

Pavone, Chris Two Nights in Lisbon Mystery Suspense
Ariel Pryce wakes up in Lisbon, alone. Her husband is gone—no warning, no note, not answering his phone. 
Something is wrong.

Told against the backdrop of a city emerging from its pandemic lockdown, Overboard  lays bare the dark secrets and 
corruption buried in Chicago’s neighborhoods in masterly fashion.

Patrick, Phaedra The Messy Lives of Book People Contemporary Fiction
The house cleaner of a famous author must carry out her employer's shocking last wish in this delightful new novel.

Paetro, Maxine
22 Seconds Detective Mystery 5/2

Quick, Amanda When She Dreams Historical Romance
Return to 1930s Burning Cove, California, the glamorous seaside playground for Hollywood stars, mobsters, spies, 
and a host of others who find more than they bargain for in this mysterious town.

Murphy, Nora The Favor Domestic Thriller
Leah understands that what’s inside a home can be far more dangerous than what’s outside. So when she notices 
someone else who may be starting down the same path she’s on, she pays attention. She watches over McKenna 
from afar. Until one night she sees more than she bargained for. Leah knows she can’t save herself, but perhaps she 
can save McKenna.

Palmer, D. J. My Wife is Missing Mystery Thriller
When a woman disappears with her two children, one husband will do anything to find them--even confront the 
secrets of his own past.

Paretsky, Sara Overboard Detective Mystery

Michaels, Fern Secrets Mystery Thriller
When they find themselves saddled with life or death information, two siblings, and owners of an antique shop/café, 
realize they have no one to turn to but each other.

Morgan, Sarah Beach House Summer Romantic Fiction
The ultimate beach read, as one woman forges the most unlikely friendship of all, and embarks on a summer of 
confronting her past in order to build the future she wants.
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5/10The Summer Place Wedding Fiction
A testament to family in all its messy glory; a story about what we sacrifice and how we forgive. Enthralling, witty, 
big-hearted, and sharply observed, this is Jennifer Weiner’s love letter to the Outer Cape and the power of home, 
the way our lives are enriched by the people we call family, and the endless ways love can surprise us.

Straub, Emma This Time Tomorrow Time Travel Fiction
With her celebrated humor, insight, and heart, beloved New York Times  bestseller Emma Straub offers her own 
twist on traditional time travel tropes, and a different kind of love story.

Thayer, Nancy Summer Love Contemporary Fiction
Old secrets come to light when four friends gather on Nantucket for a life-changing reunion in this heartwarming 
novel of love and self-discovery.

Van Pelt, Shelby Remarkably Bright Creatures Animal Fiction
A charming, witty and compulsively readable exploration of friendship, reckoning, and hope that traces a widow's 
unlikely connection with a giant Pacific octopus.

Vo, Nghi Siren Queen Magical Realism
Siren Queen  offers up an enthralling exploration of an outsider achieving stardom on her own terms, in a fantastical 
Hollywood where the monsters are real and the magic of the silver screen illuminates every page.

Waxman, Abbi

Historical Fiction

Shipstead, Maggie You Have a Friend in 10a Short Stories
Rich in imagination and dazzling in its shapeshifting style, You Have a Friend in 10A  excavates the complexities of 
love, sex, and life in ways unsparing and hilarious, sharp-eyed and tender.

FICTION
Author

#1 New York Times  bestselling author Nora Roberts introduces an unforgettable thief in a new novel of suspense, 
greed, love, and survival…

Sanders, Shelly Daughters of the Occupation
Inspired by true events in World War II Latvia, an emotionally charged novel of sacrifice, trauma, resilience, and 
survival, as witnessed by three generations of women.

Title Genre
Richardson, Kim Michele The Book Woman's Daughter Historical Fiction
Bestselling historical fiction author Kim Michele Richardson is back with the perfect book club read following Honey 
Lovett, the daughter of the beloved Troublesome book woman, who must fight for her own independence with the 
help of the women who guide her and the books that set her free.

Roberts, Nora Nightwork Romantic Fiction

Adult Assembly Required Contemporary Fiction
A young woman arrives in Los Angeles determined to start over and discovers she doesn’t need to leave everything 
behind after all.

Weiner, Jennifer
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A novel of money and secrets set among the famous summer mansions of Newport, Rhode Island, spanning over a 
century from the Gilded Age to the present day. “Three stories elegantly intertwine in this clever and stylish tale of 
murder and family lies…This crackerjack novel offers three mysteries for the price of one.”--Publishers Weekly 
(starred review).

White, Karen

The Lost Summers of Newport Mystery Suspense 5/17

Kinsey, Angela
The Office Bffs Celebrity Humor 5/17

Yoon, David City of Orange Psychological Fiction
This imaginative and affecting new novel is beloved, bestselling, and award-winning author David Yoon at his finest: 
thought-provoking and heart-piercing, by turns funny and challenging, and at all times deeply human.

Williams, Beatriz
Willig, Lauren

FICTION
Author Title Genre

AutobiographyJawando, Will My Seven Black Fathers

Edelman, Ric The Truth About Crypto Finance and Economics

NONFICTION
Author Title Genre

True Crime
The never-before-told story of the thrilling hunt for a KGB spy in the top ranks of the CIA, from New York Times 
bestselling author and former CIA officer Robert Baer.

Blair, Selma Mean Baby Self-help Autobiography
Selma Blair has played many roles: Ingenue in Cruel Intentions . Preppy ice queen in Legally Blonde . Muse to Karl 
Lagerfeld. Advocate for the multiple sclerosis community. But before all of that, Selma was known best as … a mean 
baby. In a memoir that is as wildly funny as it is emotionally shattering, Blair tells the captivating story of growing up 
and finding her truth. 

"Will Jawando's account of mentorship, service, and healing lays waste to the racist stereotype of the absent Black 
father. By arguing that Black fathers are not just found in individual families, but are indeed the treasure of entire 
Black communities, Will makes the case for a bold idea: that Black men can counter racist ideas and policies by 
virtue of their presence in the lives of Black boys and young men. This is a story we need to hear." —Ibram X. Kendi, 
New York Times–bestselling author of How to be an Antiracist.

Baer, Robert The Fourth Man

A straightforward, practical guide to the newest frontier in investment strategy—crypto—from #1 New York Times 
bestselling author and personal finance expert Ric Edelman.

Fischer, Jenna

An intimate, behind-the-scenes, richly illustrated celebration of beloved The Office  co-stars Jenna Fischer and 
Angela Kinsey’s friendship, and an insiders' view of Pam Beesly, Angela Martin, and the iconic TV show. Featuring 
many of their never-before-seen photos.
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5/3

4/12
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5/10

Kindness

Rovelli, Carlo Scientific Essays 5/10

5/3Killing the Killers Military History
Dugard, Martin
In the eleventh book in the multimillion-selling Killing  series, Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard reveal the startling, 
dramatic story of the global war against terrorists.

Rinella, Steven

Sedaris, David

Author Title Genre

Thomson, Keith Born to Be Hanged Pirate History

In Happy-Go-Lucky , David Sedaris once again captures what is most unexpected, hilarious, and poignant about 
these recent upheavals, personal and public, and expresses in precise language both the misanthropy and desire for 
connection that drive us all. If we must live in interesting times, there is no one better to chronicle them than the 
incomparable David Sedaris.

NONFICTION

O'Reilly, Bill

Charts a legendary two-year expedition by 300 pirates in the year 1860 to wreak havoc on the Pacific coastline, 
raiding cities, mines and merchant ships as well as their sensational trial back in England.

Happy-Go-Lucky Humor

Outdoor Kids in an Inside World Parenting

Write for Your Life is a guide for those who don't, won't, or think they can't write, what Anna Quindlen calls 
"civilians." Using examples past, present and future--from Anne Frank to Toni Morrison to members of her own 
family--Quindlen makes vivid all the ways in which writing connects us, to ourselves and to those we cherish.

There Are Places in the World Where

Written with his usual clarity and wit, this journey ranges widely across time and space: from Newton's alchemy to 
Einstein's mistakes, from Nabokov’s lepidopterology to Dante’s cosmology, from mind-altering psychedelic 
substances to the meaning of atheism, from the future of physics to the power of uncertainty. Charming, pithy, and 
elegant, this book is the perfect gateway to the universe of one of the most influential minds of our age.

Rules Are Less Important Than

Quindlen, Anna Write for Your Life Writing Self-Help

Living an outdoor lifestyle fosters in kids an insatiable curiosity about the world around them, confidence and self-
sufficiency, and, most important, a lifelong sense of stewardship of the natural world. This book helps families 
connect with nature—and one another—as a joyful part of everyday life.
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22 Seconds Detective Mystery 5/2
Paetro, Maxine
22 seconds... until Lindsay Boxer loses her badge—or her life.

Andrews, Mary Kay The Homewreckers Romance Mystery
Summer begins with Mary Kay Andrews, in this delightful summer read about flipping houses, and finding true love. 
With a burned out detective investigating the case, an arsonist on the loose, two men playing with her emotions, 
and layers upon layers of vintage wallpaper causing havoc, it's a question of who will flip, who will flop, and if Hattie 
will ever get her happily-ever-after.

Psychological Thriller 4/19

She destroys the men she loves—and escapes every time. The most dangerous killer James Patterson has ever 
created is also his most seductive.

Patterson, James Death of the Black Widow

Genre

Grishm, John Sparring Partners Legal Novellas
John Grisham is the acknowledged master of the legal thriller. In his first collection of novellas, law is a common 
thread, but America’s favorite storyteller has several surprises in store.

This richly woven tapestry of three generations of women faced with impossible choices follows Matelda, the 
family’s matriarch, as she, facing the end of her life, must decide what is worth fighting for and when to let go.

Barker, J.D.

Trigiani, Adriana The Good Left Undone Historical Fiction

Patterson, James

Ryan, Jennifer The Wedding Dress Sewing Circle Historical Fiction
Three plucky women lift the spirits of home-front brides in wartime Britain, where clothes rationing leaves little 
opportunity for pomp or celebration—even at weddings—in this heartwarming novel based on true events.

Bohjalian, Chris The Lioness Historical Thriller
A luxurious African safari turns deadly for a Hollywood starlet and her entourage in this riveting historical thriller.

LARGE PRINT
Author Title
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5/24

5/3

5/31

5/17Fantasy Noir
Repeat New York Times  bestselling author Christopher Moore returns to the mean streets of San Francisco in this 
outrageous follow-up to his madcap novel Noir.

AUDIOBOOK CD
Author Title Genre

Razzmatazz

Force, Marie How Much I Want Contemporary Romance
A steamy new contemporary romance in her Miami Nights Series that brings two people together who have 
nothing in common except their feelings for each other.

Gleeson, John The Gotti Wars True Crime
A riveting, decades-in-the-writing memoir from the determined young prosecutor who, in two of America’s most 
celebrated trials, managed to convict famed mob boss John Gotti—and subsequently took down the Mafia 
altogether.

Leary, Ann The Foundling Historical Fiction
The story of two friends, raised in the same orphanage, whose loyalty is put to the ultimate test when they meet 
years later at a controversial institution—one as an employee; the other, an inmate.

Moore, Christopher

Make the best choices for your money and earn big with this guide to high-risk, high-reward investment strategies 
including options trading, investing in meme stocks, and the business of cryptocurrency.

Ross, Robert
High Reward Investing

Finance 5/10A Beginner's Guide to High Risk
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When the Riddler, a sadistic serial killer, begins murdering key political figures in Gotham, Batman is forced to 
investigate the city's hidden corruption and question his family's involvement.

DVD's
Title Genre Rating
The Batman

Dog

Succession Season 3
The Roy family is known for controlling the biggest media and entertainment company in the world. However, their 
world changes when their father steps down from the company.

Street-smart Nathan Drake is recruited by seasoned treasure hunter Victor "Sully" Sullivan to recover a fortune 
amassed by Ferdinand Magellan, and lost 500 years ago by the House of Moncada.

X Horror Thriller R
In 1979, a group of young filmmakers set out to make an adult film in rural Texas, but when their reclusive, elderly 
hosts catch them in the act, the cast find themselves fighting for their lives.

Drama

Superhero Action PG-13

TV-MA

Two former Army Rangers are paired against their will on the road trip of a lifetime. Briggs (Channing Tatum) and 
Lulu (a Belgian Malinois) race down the Pacific Coast to get to a fellow soldier's funeral on time.

The Larkins Series 1 Comedy Drama NR
A new adaptation of the classic novel The Darling Buds of May  by H.E. Bates following the warm-hearted, wheeler-
dealing adventures of the iconic Larkin family in the idyllic Kent countryside.

Blacklight Action Thriller PG-13
Travis Block is a government operative coming to terms with his shadowy past. When he discovers a plot targeting 
U.S. citizens, Block finds himself in the crosshairs of the FBI director he once helped protect.

Comedy PG-13

Uncharted Action Adventure PG-13


